
July/August 1941 
 

Reinforcements 

 

Germany  Stettin  ARM  Hermann Goering Division (2-6) 

     BB  “Bismark” 

     CA  “Prinz Eugen” 

   Breslau  MECH  10
th

 SS Division (3-5) 

   Liepzig  INF  III (8-4) 

   Dresden ART  PzJag Division (2-6) 

   Nurnberg INF  XXXVII (6-3) 

   Kiel  3xSUB  (2 finished, 1 to construction pool) 

     Pilot 

 

Italy   Rome  LND3  Z.1007 “Alcione” 

   Milan  NAV3  SM79bis “Sparviero” 

   Genoa  3xSUB  (2 finished, 1 to construction pool) 

   La Spezia BB  “Caio Diulio” 

     Pilot 

 

Japan   Tokyo  CP 

   Kyoto  ASW   (to construction pool) 

   Osaka  CVP1  B5N1  

   Fukuoka SUB 

     TRS  (to construction pool) 

   Nagoya  GARR  28
th 

(4-1) 

   Saigon  MIL  Saigon (3-3) 

     Pilot 

 

C/Wealth  London  3xCL  “Naiad”, “Euryalus”, “Dido” 

   Plymouth CP   

   Glasgow ASW  (to construction pool) 

   Leeds  CVP0  “Gladiator” (to CV “Victorious”) 

   Liverpool CL  “Hermione” 

   Belfast  CVP1  “Albacore” 

     CV  “Implacable” (to construction pool) 

   Newcastle CL  “Cleopatra” 

   Sydney  MOT  1
st

 Australian (8-4) 

   Adelaide CP  

   Bombay CP 

   Perth  CP 

   Scapa Flow CV  “Illustrious” 

     Pilot 

 

   In addition, 9CP and 6 Tankers arrive in Plymouth after rebadging by the USA 

 

USSR   Vitebsk  CAV  2
nd

 Guard (3-5) 

   Kiev  INF  59
th

 (5-3) 

     FTR2  LaGG-3 

   Dnep.  INF  39
th

 (6-4) 

     LND4  TB-3 (reserve) 



   Moscow HQ(I)  Koniev (8(4)3) 

     INF  4
th

 Siberian (5-4) 

   Odessa  GARR  2
nd

 Guard (7-1) 

   Stalino  INF  4
th

 (3-3) 

 

USA   Washington FTR2  F4F-3 (reserve) 

   Boston  TRS 

   New York LND3  A-20B “Boston” (reserve) 

   Chicago  INF  XXXVII (5-3) 

   Los Angeles CVP0  F4F-3 (reserve) 

     CVP1  F4F-4 (reserve) 

   San Francisco BB  “Alabama” (to construction pool) 

   Seattle  SUB  (to construction pool) 

     Pilot 

 

China   Lan Chow INF  2
nd

 (4-3) 

 

 

Lending Resources 

 

Germany continues to keep Italian factories operating at full capacity.  Britain would like to supply 

the Nationalist Chinese but the capture of Kunming means no assistance can reach the Kuomintang. 

 

 

Initiative 

 

Axis dr = 1  Allies dr = 2 No challenge so Allies elect to go first 

 

 

With the arrival of the first LaGG-3 fighters, at last the Russian airforce has a fighter 

that compares with the modern Messerschmitts and Focke-Wulfs.  Its main drawback 

is a lack of power, only slightly compensated by the lighter weight of its laminated 

wood airframe.  But the machine guns, cannon and rockets of the front line fighter 

give the pilots hope of downing the until now invincible Luftwaffe pilots. 



With German attention on the Mediterranean, Russia feels a little more confident that it will be ready should 

the Wehrmacht attack.  But how will the troops stand up to blitzkrieg and the might of the Luftwaffe? 

Impulse 1 (Allies) Minor success for the Royal Navy 

 

Weather dr = 10 Fair, Fair, Fair, Storm, Fair, Fair (1)* 

  

Warships of the various Navies of the Commonwealth occupy the North Sea, the Faeroes, the 

Eastern Mediterranean and the Arabian Sea, with light cruisers patrolling many other areas to 

hamper the movement of the German raiders. 

 

The USA assists the British efforts by sending ships and planes into the Atlantic. 

 

The two Queens sail from Sydney loaded with the 1
st

 Australian Motorised Corps.  They heave to in 

the Arabian Sea, off the coast of India, feeling secure that no raider can reach from Dili harbour due 

to the presence of so many British patrols. 

 

Submarines from Gibraltar give the Royal Navy one of its few victories.  Searching off the Italian 

Coast, the subs find some cargo ships escorted by Italian warships.  They sink the merchantmen and 

manage to damage the light cruiser “Silla”. 

 

On land, all is quiet other than the movement of Russian troops from cities to the new front lines. 

 

 
 

 



Impulse 2 (Axis) Germany consolidates 

 

German units move north out of Greece, heading for Rumania.  There is some movement in the 

occupied countries, apparently to ensure no partisan uprisings can succeed.  Many aircraft rebase, 

including a large number moving to ports on the Mediterranean. 

 

Italy is also quiet – some manoeuvring in North Africa hints that the capture of Alexandria is not 

enough for Graziani and Balbo. 

 

 

Impulse 3 (Allies) Australians land in India 

 

Weather dr = 7 (+1) Fair, Fair, Fair, Storm, Fair, Fair (1) 

 

The Australian 1
st

 Motorised Corps debarks from the Queens and lands at Karachi.  It is not clear 

whether this is in response to the partisan uprising in the north of India or in anticipation of an 

attack by Japan. 

 

With the Admiralty’s new shipping policy in operation, the Greek merchant fleet leaves Egypt, 

intending to sail around the Cape to the Atlantic. 

 

 

Impulse 4 (Axis) Another carrier lost 

 

Italian warships once again move in force to the Eastern Mediterranean, but they are not the major 

threat to Admiral Cunningham’s Force H.  In the skies above, nearly two thousand Axis aircraft 

dominate the whole area.  Italian “Gabbiano” flying boats, and “Sparviero” naval bombers are 

assisted by hundreds of Ju 87D dive bombers and Ju 88A4 medium bombers.  Even the new German 

allies, the Bulgarians, send some squadrons of DAR 10F light bombers to assist.  Protection is 

provided by large numbers of Bf 110C and 110E long range fighters. 

 

 

 

 

The British fighters launched from the carrier “Glorious” are quickly overwhelmed, with none of the 

Gladiators or their pilots surviving.  Once again the British fleet’s anti-aircraft performs brilliantly 

(lowest of 2 dice was an 8) but only manages to drive off the Bulgarians and limit the effectiveness of 

some of the attacking aircraft.  The attack concentrates on the “Glorious” and she takes so many 

Tough and reliable, the SM79 “Sparviero” torpedo-bombers manage to pierce the 

British anti-aircraft screen and launch the torpedos that sink the carrier “Glorious” 



 

Pilots of the 

Regia 

Aeronautica 

celebrate their 

successful 

operation 

against Force H 

in the eastern 

Mediterranean.  

Finally the 

Italians have a 

succession of 

victories to 

boost morale. 

direct hits that her damage control crews cannot stop the flooding.  Her crew abandons ship as the 

entire British fleet flees the area. 

 

 
 

The Japanese clear up some of the units trapped out of supply by the fall of Kunming.  Ground attack 

aircraft demoralise the 8
th

 Army which is then attacked by forces so strong that the elimination of 

the unit is almost automatic. 

 

 

Impulse 5 (Allies) The Communist Chinese move 

 

Weather dr = 3  Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair, Fair (1) 

 

Finally Mao Tse Tung responds to the collapse of resistance by the Kuomintang and orders the newly 

formed Communist 2
nd

 Army forward from Lan Chow. 

 

Communists in the USSR also move forward – the new defence line is now almost complete. 

 

US tankers (originally used to carry oil to Japan) move from the Pacific to the Caribbean. 

 

 

Impulse 6 (Axis) German aircraft in the Red Sea 

 

Although out of supply, the Kunming militia are determined to avenge the fall of their city.  Attacked 

by crack Japanese troops, they have no chance of survival, but do manage to inflict casualties on the 

1
st

 Mountain Corps (1BP).  With the city now occupied, the unit will not be reconstituted. 

 

Focke-Wulf 200C “Condor”s based in Egypt can now reach the Red Sea, where General Wavell’s 

supply convoys are vulnerable.  The long range bombers easily locate the convoys and their escorts 



but their first attack is driven off by anti-aircraft fire (lowest of 6 dice was 3) from the light cruiser 

“Ajax” and the cruiser “Edinburgh”.   When the Condors attempt another attack, the British for once 

manage to outwit them and the attack has to be called off. 

 

With Athens now secure, the IX SS Mechanised Corps is railed to the port of Piraeus.  Squadrons of 

Ju 88A1 and He 111HD bombers start to land at airfields in North Africa.  Hitler has lost patience 

with the slow pace of progress in the Middle East and has decided to bolster the ineffectual Italian 

efforts with some more powerful units. 

 

 

Impulse 7 (Allies) Supplies reach the United Kingdom 

 

There are cheers in the House of Commons as the Prime Minister announces that the convoy lanes 

have been re-established, even if only in specific areas.  Nevertheless, from the Caribbean to the 

Faeroes, the Merchant Marine once again carries precious resources and oil to Britain.  There are 

more cheers when Mr Churchill informs the House that US cruisers (the “Trenton”, “Omaha”, 

“Helena” and “St Louis”) are escorting the British convoys in the North Atlantic. 

 

Turn ends on a 1, 6 rolled 

 

Impulse 8 (Axis) Chinese Air Force wiped out, German Navy triumphant 

 

Japanese ground strikes northwest of Kunming fail but it is decided that the attack will go ahead 

anyway.  Chiang Kai-Shek orders the Chinese Air Force to vigorously defend the ground troops, but 

they are no match for the experienced Japanese fighter pilots in their Nakajima Ki-27s.  In a 

succession of dogfights every Chinese plane is shot down, although all the pilots survive.  Given the 

failure of the I-16 in every combat with the Japanese, it is decided that no more will be produced 

and the P-36A will be the only Chinese fighter. 

 

The catastrophic air losses almost hide 

the equally poor results on the ground.  

Once again the fast moving Japanese 

troops attempt to encircle the Chinese, 

even in the mountainous terrain.  The 

entrenched soldiers of the Cheng-Tu 

warlord are trapped and only the 

horses of the 1 Cavalry Corps allow 

them to escape, although they take 

losses (1BP).  Yamamoto is concerned 

that his 12
th

 Army takes casualties 

(2BP), but overall is pleased with the 

results of the battle, particularly as he 

manages to prevent any losses to his 

marines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marines watch the 12
th

 Army lead 

the assault on the forces of the 

Cheng Tu warlord.  Does 

Yamamoto’s decision to hold back 

his best units mean that he intends 

to use their special skills elsewhere? 



CL-11, USS Trenton is one of the first US Navy ships to patrol the 

North Atlantic.  Intended to handle the U-boat menace, she is no 

match for the massive 11 inch guns of the German Panzerschiff 

“Gneisenau” and is the first US ship lost during World War II 

Word of the recent celebrations in the British capital obviously reached Berlin, as Admiral Raeder 

orders his fleet based in Brest to sea.  Admiral Doenitz joins in, sending every available U-boat to the 

Atlantic. 

 

In all, about 150 submarines launch the first attack in the North Atlantic.  American radar and 

reconnaissance is obviously more effective than that of the British, as the attackers do not achieve 

surprise.  Nevertheless, the USS “St Louis” is damaged by a torpedo, and several cargo ships and a 

few tankers are sunk.  But this is just the beginning. 

 

As the US escorts attempt to 

reorganise the convoys after 

the massive submarine attacks, 

they are met by the sight of an 

entire German fleet on the 

horizon.  Led by the battleship 

“Gneisenau”, the cruisers 

“Scharnhorst”, “Lutzow” and 

“Blucher” and the light cruisers 

“Konigsberg”, “Nurnberg” and 

“Koln” make short work of the 

defending light cruisers.  The 

“Trenton” is sunk and the 

“Helena” takes severe damage.  

Their sacrifice is not in vain, 

however, as the convoys and 

the remaining cruiser (the 

“Omaha”) escape to harbours 

in Canada and the USA. 

 

 

With the US Congress in uproar at the loss of American lives, the House of Commons is plunged into 

gloom at the prospect of British factories again stopping production of vitally need war equipment. 

 

The “Lutzow” (right) and “Gneisenau” (left) together with the rest of the German fleet, have no 

difficulty handling the American light cruisers attempting to protect the sea lanes in the North Atlantic 



 

Overwhelming 

Axis air power 

spells trouble for 

General Wavell’s 

Army of Egypt.  

Spies report that 

Italian transports 

have berthed in 

Athens, ready to 

embark units of a 

German SS 

mechanised corps 

To further depress morale in London, “Alcione” aircraft flying at extreme range appear over the Red 

Sea where they damage the monitor “Terror” which was on escort duty.  The convoys scatter and 

once again Egypt’s supplies are cut off. 

 

Turn ends on 2, 2 rolled  Initiative remains at 0 

 

 

Partisans 

 

Partisan dr = 5 Poland  Garrison = 16.5 Partisan No. = 6   Auto fail 

  Yugoslavia Garrison = 10 Partisan No. = 9/2  Auto fail 

 

 

US Entry Chit to Japanese pool 

 

With news of the first US casualties on the 

front pages of every newspaper, President 

Roosevelt has no difficulty in having the 

“Selective Training and Service” Act 

passed, despite it introducing the first 

peacetime conscription in US history.  All 

males between the ages of 21 and 30 are 

required to register with their local draft 

boards.  Recruitment of pilots and infantry 

immediately increases: as does tension 

with the Axis.  (US Entry needs 13, 7 rolled 

so 1 chit to German tension pool) 

 

 

Rebase 

 

With naval operations in the Eastern Mediterranean now at an end, most of the Axis planes that 

have proved so deadly to the British fleet land at new bases in Egypt.   

 

 

 

President Roosevelt signs the Selective Training and 

Service Act of 1941, signifying a dramatic increase in 

the war footing of the still neutral USA 



Production 

 

 Base 

(Resource/Oil) 

Imports Less 

Oil 

PPs Multiple BPs Trade Losses/ 

Enemy* 

Total 

BPs 

Germany 25/6 +1 -1 32 1 32 -2  30 

Italy 8/3  -1 10 1 10   10 

Japan 10/4 +1  15 1 15   15 

Vichy 1   1 1 1   1 

          

UK 2/2   4 1 4   4 

Canada 2   2 1 2   2 

Australia 1   1 1 1   1 

India 2   2  2   2 

France          

China 4   4 .5 2 +2 4/1 7 

USA 20/10  -1 39 .5 20   20 

USSR 20/19 +1  31 .5 16   18 

 

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking 

*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase 

 

Germany On map  Hamburg SUB Shipyard (1) 

(30)    Dresden Synthetic oil plant (1) 

  On chart Berlin  INF  VI (1) 

    Essen  INF  XXIV (1) 

    Cologne FTR2  Fw-190A1 (1) 

      FTR2  Bf-109F2 (1) 

    Dusseldorf LND3  Ju-88A4 (1) 

    Hamburg MIL  (1) 

    Hannover MIL  (1) 

    Prague  MECH  IVSS (1) 

    Breslau  HQ(A)  Manstein (1) 

      X   INF (1) 

    Liepzig  IX  INF (1) 

      2xPilot  (2) 

  Start  Liepzig  ARM  1SS Division (1) 

    Dresden ARM  1
st

 Division (1) 

    Vienna  INF  XLIII (1) 

      ARM  LVII (3) 

    Kiel  2xSUB  1 repair, 1 from const (1) 

    Stettin  CA  “Graf Spee” (repair) (.5) 

      CX  “Orion” (repair) (.5) 

      CA  “von Mackensen” (from scratch) (.5) 

      CX  “Stier” (from repair) (.5) 

    Munich  LND2  Ju 87D (1) 

    Budapest FTR2  Heija (1) 

    Nurnberg FTR2  Bf-110G (1) 

      2xOP  Offensive Points (2) 

      Pilot  (1) 

 

 

 



A soldier of the Alpini Corps completes 

his final training in the mountains 

north of Trieste.  It seems unlikely that 

these crack mountain troops, 

acclimatised to cold weather, will be 

sent to the deserts of North Africa. 

Italy  On chart Genoa  MECH  “Libia” (1) 

(10)    Milan  MIL  (1) 

    Trieste  MTN  Alpini (1) 

    Rome  ARM  Corrazatta (1) 

      Pilot (1) 

  Start  Taranto  LND2  Ju 87D (1) 

    La Spezia CL  “Attendolo” (repair) (.5) 

      CA  “San Giorgio” (repair) (.5) 

      BB  “Comte di Cavour” (repair) (1) 

    Venice  ASW  (from const) (1) 

    Trieste  MTN  II (1) 

 

 

Japan  On map  Fukuoka Synthetic Oil plant (1) 

(15)    Repair  1
st

 MTN (1) 

    Repair  12
th

 Army (2) 

  On chart Osaka  ASW (1) 

      2xPilot   (2) 

  Start  Osaka  TRS   (from construction pool) (2) 

    Tokyo  CL  “Noshiro” (.5) 

      CA  “Oyodo” (.5) 

    Fukuoka 2xCV  “Hiyo”, “Taiho” (2) 

    Kyoto  FTR2  A5M5 “Reisen-kai” (1) 

      NAV3  G4M1 “Betty” (1) 

    Kunming Warlord (1) 

 

Vichy  Start    Territorial New Caledonia  

 

 

UK  On chart Belfast  NAV4  “Sunderland” (1) 

  Start  Belfast  NAV4  “Sunderland” (1) 

    Sheffield CVP1  “Swordfish” 

    Edinburgh ASW  (from construction pool) (1) 

 

India  On chart Bombay INF  3
rd

 Indian (1) 

  Start    MIL  Bombay (1) 

 

Australia Start    MIL  Sydney (1) 



   

Canada  On map  Halifax  ASW Shipyard (1) 

  Start    MIL  Montreal (1) 

 

China  On map  Repair  CAV  1
st

 (1) 

(7)  On chart Cheng Tu INF  14
th

 (1) 

    ChungKing INF  6
th

 (1) 

    Lan Chow INF  N 4
th

 (1) 

  Start  Cheng Tu Warlord (1) 

    Lan Chow CAV  Cav (1) 

    ChungKing GARR  19
th

 (Reserve) (1) 

 

USA   

 

Mobilisation orders for the XXXV Infantry Corps (4-3) are discarded – the men and equipment will be 

used in constructing more powerful units. 

 

(20)  On map  Los Angeles CV Shipyard (1) 

    New York SCS Shipyard (1) 

  On chart San Francisco 2xBB  “South Dakota”, “Indiana” (1) 

    New York NAV3  PBM2 “Mariner” (1) 

      NAV3  PBY2 “Catalina” (1) 

    Boston  TRS  (.5) 

      Pilot  (1) 

  Start  Boston  3xTRS   (from scratch) (1.5) 

    Chicago  MOT  XXVII (2) 

      HQ(I)  Clark (3) 

    Seattle  CVP0  TBD 

      2xCVP1  SBD-1, SBD-3 (2) 

    New York FTR2  P-40E (lend-lease UK) (1) 

    Los Angeles 2xCV  “Essex”, “Intrepid” (from start) (2) 

      2xPilot   (2) 

 

USSR  On chart Kiev  INF  50
th

 (1) 

(18)    Moscow INF  9
th

 Guard (1) 

      FTR2  MiG-1 (1) 

      2xGARR  40
th

, 51
st

 (2) 

      Pilot  (1) 

  Start  Moscow ARM  1
st

 (3) 

      MOT  2
nd

 (2) 

      ART  “Katyusha” (3) 

    Kiev  FTR2  MiG-1 (1) 

    Dnep.  INF  14
th

 (2) 

      Pilot  (1) 

   

 

Katysuha rocket launchers mounted 

on ZiS-6 trucks firing their RS-132 

aircraft rockets during early trials 

near the Moscow factory. 



Losses July/August 1941 

 

China  INF  8
th

 Army (4-3)      3BP 

  MIL  Kunming  (2-2)      2BP 

  Warlord Cheng Tu (2-3)      2BP 

  FTR2  I-16  (3-*-*-*)/4 scrapped   2BP 

  FTR2  P-36A  (3-*-1-*)/7     2BP 

 

  Total Chinese losses = 11BP 

 

C/Wealth CV (sunk) “Glorious” (1-6-3-2)5/3     4BP 

  CVP0  “Gladiator” (3-*-*-*)/3 scrapped   0BP 

  Pilot          2BP 

  CA (damaged) “Terror”       1BP 

  2xCP          2BP 

  1Tanker         1BP 

 

  Total CW losses = 10BP 

 

USA  CL (sunk) “Trenton” (2-8-0-0)6/3     2BP 

  CL (damaged) “Helena”       1BP 

  CL (damaged) “St Louis”       1BP 

 

  Total USA losses = 4BP 

 

Total Allied Losses = 25BP 

 

Japan    12
th

 Army takes 2BP 

    1
st

 Mountain Corps takes 1BP 

 

  Total Japanese losses = 3BP 

 

Italy  CL (damaged) “Silla”         1BP 

  CP          1BP 

 

  Total Italian losses = 2BP 

 

Total Axis losses = 5BP 


